Like Chickens Running With Their Heads Cut Off
By Ray Gano
Hello All,
Sorry I am sending this out at night/early morning, but there was a lot of news in the stock market today
and I wanted to make sure I sent it out.
OH.. Another high point, it was our illustrious leaders 50th birthday today. Yippee...
So what did he do?
Yep he BBQed while the Stock Markets burned.
Stocks plunged today due to worries about global growth. Italy and Spain are causing investors to
become jittery. Oh, and the finances of France, well the EU's second biggest economy is also starting to
now waiver.
Folks, to state in common language, the EU is dying and the Euro is going belly up. I believe that the
countries will go back to sovereign nations again and throw all but the strong countries into a financial
depression.
This will cause all the investors to run to what they typically run to when things are bad.. the US Dollar.
Well, the bad news is that once the Euro dies, the dollar is not that far behind.
What this is going to do is scare all those who really do not understand the eco events going on and they
to will want to run to the only thing they know that is stable, that being the dollar as well.
NOW... the good news is that with all these people running around like a chicken with their heads cut off
stuff will possibly cause gold and silver to drop, at least that is what I think will happen.
This will cause the US dollar to look strong again. Markets will rally, people will feel great. The president
will gladly take the credit saying that his policies did it all... AND happy days are here again.
So while everyone is running to their good ol' favorite, the US Dollar, thus propping up the dollar, gold and
silver will be going down in price.
Now it would be nice if silver dropped back into the low $20.00's an ounce again and it quiet possibly
happen.
SO... all of you who have wanted to buy silver at a decent price, now is your time. Why? Because you
aren't gonna see silver sit there very long.
See everyone is running to US DEBT and that US DEBT is not going away. You thought that Mr."O"
headed an eco disaster off at the pass a few days ago? NOPE.. they just put a band-aid on it and pushed
the problem off a few months.
Well debt is growing and getting worse. all of a sudden there are tons of people who ran from the Euro to
the dollar (US debt) and now there are a whole heaping lot of folks holding US Debt, more so than before.

They are going to figure out that the US can't pay her bills, just like those folks across the pond in the now
defunnked EU.
The first rumblings of the Budget needing to be approved (yea, still isnt approved..just pushed off a few
months) and those squeamish holders of US Debt are not going to be hanging out to long.
"Fool me once, shame on you...fool me twice shame on me." That is what will be going through people's
mind. They lost at the downfall of the Euro, do you think they are going to sit around and let it happen all
over again?
Nope.

How It Will All Go Down
One day when nothing much is going on with the stock markets and the EU died, there will be a
commodities jump. Some commodity like gold or oil will "spike/dip" out of the blue.
This will trigger already pre-programmed events and T-Bills / treasuries will be sold off because that is
the only thing of "value" that today's fund manager have at their fingertips.
The reason they will sell these treasuries off is to catch the quick chance to ride the "spike" or better yet a
"dip" and cash in on some profits on the up turn.
What this will do is set into play another series of pre-programmed events at the FED. The FED
computers seeing these T-Bills / treasuries being sold will snatch them up so that they can still maintain
the low yields they have been manipulating in order to prevent deflation of the dollar. But the reverse is
what will take place.
Because the feds bought up those T-Bills / treasuries this will set into action other asset managers, mega
banks and other funds pre-programmed events and they too will sell off their T-Bills / treasuries to get in
on the FED buying.
All of a sudden, all these computer programs that have been pre-programmed to catch the next profit
margin will sell off their T-Bills / treasuries.
Now mind you, all of this can take place within a matter of minutes before anyone is really aware that this
is going on. When someone finally realizes what is going on, it will be too late, the lots will be cast and the
damage is already done.
It is at that moment the US dollar will die and the only thing that was "propping up the dollar," the trust and
faith of the people in the currency, is also gone. The trust and faith of the currency was just sold down
the river and cannot be recovered no matter what the Federal Reserve, Banks or even the government
will do. The death blow has been struck and we have entered upon the path of no return.
Now that all these fund managers, banks and asset managers have sold off their T-Bills / Treasuries and
they are now sitting on a wad of cash. They are not going to buy more T-Bills / treasuries because they
themselves have lost faith in the dollar a long time ago. They will not reinvest in a already sinking ship.
The fact of the matter is that they were praying for that one chance to dump their T-Bills / treasuries and
cash them out before the dollar died completely.
So where do these banks, fund managers, asset managers and others put all their money ?

Simple...commodities.
By the end of that incredible day, commodities of all types, precious metals, industrial metals, oil,
foodstuffs, all will increase exponentially.
If you see this happen, it will be your signal to go to the store as fast as you can and buy every bit of food
you are able to purchase. Fill all your cars up and any extra gas cans you have. Charge it, write checks,
do whatever you need to do. The dollar has gone bust and the world is about to get on the "E" ticket ride
on the fastest speeding train ride the world has ever seen.
See this is the signal you need to keep a serious eye out for.
The important thing to remember is that when this is taking place, stop everything you are doing and get
food, gas and draw out as much cash as you can.
Why do this? Because ordinary people have not been tipped off yet. Sure we all have lost faith in the
dollar, but it will become reality when Wall Street crashes into Main Street in about 3-7 days after this
event takes place.
Now why go out and get all these items no matter what the cost? Once T-Bills / Treasuries are not the
sure method of value as viewed by Wall Street, one question will come to everyone's mind. Where are all
those money managers going to stick all these dollars they got from selling off Treasuries?
Will they…
A - Put it in the bank?
B - Under Aunt Flo's mattress?
C - Some overseas currency?
Uhh...Nope. They are going to run to what people have run to throughout history. They are going to start
buying up commodities.
When the dollar dies and the faith and trust of the currency called the US Dollar is no more, commodities
will be viewed as the only sure place of value, to put one's cash.
Also, it won't be commodity stocks, ETF’s, or bonds. These will die alongside with the death of the dollar,
because they were based on the value of the US dollar. Anything attached to the dollar will become just
as worthless.
So what we will witness is a major run on actual hard, hold in your hand commodities.
By the end of this panic driven spiral, commodities will have risen between 50% and 100% in one day.
By week’s end, we could very well be looking at an increase of 150%, 250% 500%.
Don't believe it? Well do because it has happened before. In fact it has been happening like this since
Greece 650 BC when the first Fiat Economy went belly up.
All of a sudden everyone will be on the search to purchase any tangible asset that will hold value. Gold,
silver, food, daily use items. The prices for consumable commodities (every day needed items) will begin
to go through the roof.

So where is the best place to be?
My personal belief is that it will be silver, that will be the real sky rocket. We could very easily see silver
and gold "normalize" and go back to a historical norm of 10 -1 ratio which has been the standard for
almost 2500 years. Today gold is sitting around $1640.00 an oz. 10 % of that is $129.00 that will be the
minimum that silver will sell for. But odds are that it will sell even higher because of panic purchasing on
Wall Street.
It is a very good possibility that gold could reach a $3000.00 to $5000.00 price per ounce very quickly.
This will put silver in and around $300-$500 per ounce.
What is today's price for silver per ounce? It is sitting around $39.00 - $40.00 Compare that to $300 $500 per ounce and that is quiet a return on an ounce of silver.
Once we see this commodity balloon start to go up, that is when ordinary folks will see their first examples
of hyperinflation come into play.
In fact the first place they will probably see hyperinflation is at the gas pump when the prices of gas go up
drastically over night.
So what do you do?
You start preparing now. Start getting some extra food on hand, collecting water, stocking up on meds,
start buying extra of your own "critical commodities."

So what is a "Critical Commodity"?
These are your everyday needs that you replace weekly.
Examples are...
- Soap
- oil for the car
- chicken feed if you have chickens
- Toothpaste
- Oh yea, the favorite,toilet paper
Best way to figure out your critical commodities is to look at past grocery and shopping receipts. If you
keep buying it, you are using it. So you need to stock up on it.
Overwhelming?
Yea it could be.
My best advise for this is to go to http://www.prophezine.com and buy my book, "Survive The Coming
Storm." I cover a lot of on how to prepare for an economic demise.
See I do not believe in some massive zombie attack or some Mad Max thunder dome with Tina Turner
holding gladiator events.
It is going to be a lot like what Japan is facing right now. Empty food shelves, very little supplies and a

country that has basically ground to a halt.
Now what I believe that will happen here that did not happen in Japan is riots.
In Argentina's financial demise the banks were closed and no one could get to their money. Well they
were not to happy and they took their anger to the streets.
Fires everywhere, looting, vandalism, rampant crime run amok.
That is what I believe will happen here.
The herds of people all running around with their heads cut off wanting to get to their money. Top that off
with the empty store shelves and you can see we will have quiet a predicament on our hands.
But, if you have prepared, bought extra food, water, and other supplies, you will not be joining the herd
out in the streets rioting. You will be home happily watching it on the news with your spouse, your
shotgun and Glock 19 by your side.
Why?
Because you got my book "Survive The Coming Storm,"you heeded the warning and you prepared for
your families health security and welfare.
Scripture says...
Proverbs 22:3 A prudent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself: but the simple pass on, and are
punished.
Proverbs 6:6 Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways, and be wise:
Proverbs 30:25 The ants are a people not strong, yet they prepare their meat in the summer;
1 Timothy 5:8 But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath denied
the faith, and is worse than an infidel.
Folks, I tried to add a little humor to this article because the topic is very serious. It is scary and it will
happen. Please do not blow this waring off. Prepare while you still can.

